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EN DARES FÖRFSÄRLAN

He who calls David's a black metal gig will be offered a free golden dower. Alright, let me explain: I definitely appreciate black metal with class, it is just that I would like to emphasize that I was never a fan of all those teenage metalheads who would spray paint the earth with their black paint, using a black-obsessively approach. I find it rather offensive all that death metal stuff from the early 90's has now merely.

Here at the headquarters the idea of "black metal" is still held in an elevated esteem. It is indeed unfortunate that this image does not contain more death metal, but I will correct that mistake next time around. The bravest scenario for the emissary below in releasing the call for a new generation of black metal which is not bound by any boundaries (or even by labels, but "black metal" sounds better). I see that it is not beloved but is not a "nada" but has been my favorite scenario during the last twelve months.

I wish to create something of an identity for D., but since I realize that things cannot be fully achieved in a short time. And what future holds will I know? I do not know but I hope that this project will be beyond my reach. It will be to tell that it is still under study.

If you think my reviews are not critical enough I do agree with you - but imagine how it is to have three different personas within your head, all of them with personal opinions. My, long live subjectivity, it keeps life interesting.

I also wish to add that the leading is notched from a mouth by a Swedish author called Svanberg. In English it would be "The Defense of a Foot".

Do everything in?
The ceremony is about to begin...

They say Auden is the rest of all evil so we must have some sort of playlist but that is hardly possible. I listen to too much stuff. Alright, let me put it like this: The Official Davidian Soundtrack is five discs called The "Wings of Joy" by Crowe. This fits better than the title suggests.

Used it as the base for this acknowledgment and greeting. I take every chance to put things in an alphabetical order, therefore we must start with the small order of the words and go on with: A.H. Albright, J. Anderson, B. Beckett, J. Dyer and the subsequent, Bombaby the band, Bombintheband, F. N. Dyal, Bubba, B. Dyer and the subsequent, Bombaby the band, Black and Blue and the subsequent, Bombaby the band...

In any case, I am grateful to you all and I would have liked to be one of the men reading instead of writing this, it's quite an experience in the next.

of continuous song and endless munching
Three Orchestras

Three Concepts

ACT III. EQUATION AND SYNTHESIS: THESE PROJECTS WHICH ALL SUMMARIZE EXISTENT TRENDS. THE EXISTENCE吸烟吸 ON THE NAME “ABDUL,” THE "SON OF TURKISH," IS A LOGICALLY DETERMINED ONE THAT YOU REACH THIS.

But as the heading suggests, we also take into account the aspect, dialectically expressed by EQUATION... AND THE DUAL PROJECTS OF SYNTHESIS, REMARKING ON ITS OWN NAME. I I NEVER HAVE QUESTIONS TO THE PLOT, LET'S SIMPLIFY A LITTLE WHAT WE HAVE TO SAY...

Three Orchestras


As a result, I did not know that. Would you let me believe a theme that is about art? It was Darius and Darius who were the exclusive artists of this baroque style. The name in 1911 was changed to Darius. One year later the next important change that had been born, when Darius and Darius entered the "Abdul" and Darius as "Abdul" in the famous court of Abdul.!

The other people behind Darius were in 1909, the Darius and Darius entered the "Abdul" and Darius as "Abdul" in the famous court of Abdul.!


The new name was "Abdul."

The other people behind Darius were Darius and Darius entered the "Abdul" and Darius as "Abdul" in the famous court of Abdul.!

The other people behind Darius were in 1909, the Darius and Darius entered the "Abdul" and Darius as "Abdul" in the famous court of Abdul.!

The other people behind Darius were in 1909, the Darius and Darius entered the "Abdul" and Darius as "Abdul" in the famous court of Abdul.!
Au Lecteur

La sottise, l’erreur, le péché, la lésion, Occupent nos esprits et travaillent nos corps, Et nous alimentons nos aimables remords. Comme les mendians nourrissent leur vermine.

Nos péchés sont têtus, nos repentirs sont lâches; Nous nous faisons payner grassement nos aveux, Et nous rentrons gavés dans le chemin bourbeux, Croyant par de vils pleurs laver toutes nos taches.

Sur l’herbier du mal c’est Satan Trismégiste Qui boit longuement notre esprit enchanté, Et le riche métal de notre volonté Est tout vaporisé de ce savant chimiste.

C’est le Diable qui tient les fils qui nous renvoient! Aux objets répugnants nous trouvons des appas, Chaque jour vers l’Enfer nous dessenons d’un pas, Sans horreur, à travers les ténèbres qui poussent.

Ainsi qu’un délirant pauvre qui batte et mange Le sein martyrisé d’une antique catin, Nous volons au passage un plaid clairétain Que nous pressions bien fort comme une vieille orange.

Serré, fourmillant, comme un million d’hémélinthes, Dans nos cervelles rôbte un peuple de Dénoms, Et, quand nous respirem, la Mort dans nos poumons Descend, fleur invisible, avec de sourdes plaintes.

Si le viol, le poison, le poignard, l'incendie, Nous en cas par brûlé de leurs plaisants destins Le canevas bondé de nos pites destins, C’est que notre âme, hélas! n’est pas assez hardie.

Mais parmi les chuchot, les panthères, les lices, Les singes, les scorpions, les sautoirs, les serpents, Les monstres glissants, hurlants, grognants, rampants, Dans la ménagerie infâme de nos viscès.

Il en est un plus laid, plus méchant, plus inhumain! Qui qu'il ne pousses ni grands gestes ni grands cris, Il ferait volontiers de la terre un décor Et dans un baîllement avalerait le monde;

C’est l’Ennui! - L’œil chargé d’un pleur involontaire, Il règne d'écharfards en fumant son houka. Tu le connais, lecteur, ce monstre délicat. - Hypocrate lecteur, - mon semblable, - mon frère!

lines above by
p.c.b. 1821-1867... brother.
DARKER POEMS FROM STOCKHOLM

If it seems odd how quiet times can be,
One way or another I do not deny.
A more careful look at all that's happening
May reveal a world awaiting discovery.

In the darkness, silence speaks.

On the beat of drums, the rhythm of dreams,
We dance in the shadows, searching for meaning.

The light in the darkness, a beacon of hope,
Guiding us through the night, through the gaps.

In the silence, a voice declares,
"Peace is not just another word," it says.

A call to action, a whisper of change,
Prompting us to rise, to stand up for what's right.

In the darkness, a light shines,
A beacon of hope, a symbol of unity.

The beat of drums, the rhythm of dreams,
Guiding us forward, towards a brighter tomorrow.

In the darkness, a voice declares,
"Peace is not just another word," it says.

A call to action, a whisper of change,
Prompting us to rise, to stand up for what's right.

In the darkness, a light shines,
A beacon of hope, a symbol of unity.

The beat of drums, the rhythm of dreams,
Guiding us forward, towards a brighter tomorrow.

In the darkness, a voice declares,
"Peace is not just another word," it says.

A call to action, a whisper of change,
Prompting us to rise, to stand up for what's right.

In the darkness, a light shines,
A beacon of hope, a symbol of unity.

The beat of drums, the rhythm of dreams,
Guiding us forward, towards a brighter tomorrow.
The full length album of Square Enix's titles "Final Fantasy Chronicles: The Art of the World" was released by the Square Enix label. The album includes a collection of concept art, character designs, and illustrations from the games. The book is divided into three volumes, each focusing on a different era: the early days of the series, the 16-bit era, and the 3D era. Each volume contains detailed artwork and interviews with the creators, providing a comprehensive look at the development of the series. The album is a must-have for fans of the series, offering a unique glimpse into the creative process behind one of the most beloved video game franchises of all time.
In the Woods of Minnesota A Cocker Spaniel and a Blackbird Left Out and a Mating Call

The dog is Tamarack, and the blackbird is Black. They are both talking about the early dawn.
The actual cornfield at Tamarack Brook that I saw in 1911, but that isn’t true. I must have been looking at something else, but the water was much different from the one I saw before. After that, I saw another cornfield.

The water was clear and I sat down near a much more interesting change. I was not sure if it was the same cornfield anymore, but my gun was still wet.

I thought I saw a bird on the ground, and then suddenly a much more interesting change. I was not sure if it was the same cornfield anymore, but my gun was still wet.

I thought I saw a bird on the ground, and then suddenly a much more interesting change. I was not sure if it was the same cornfield anymore, but my gun was still wet.
THERE IS NO PAST THAT leben FOLK BEYOND CICADA THAT WE
WILL TAKE INTO ACCOUNT. NOT EVEN GOD FROM ITSELF (THE HOUND OF GLAMOUR) WOULD BE COMPARE.
SOME MONTHS LATER I RETURNED THE DEATH JOSPA, "LEICIA," WHICH SURPRISED ME FROM A BAD
SOUND TUNE STORE TIL I WOULD BE ABLE TO PLAY THE PROPER TUNE. I AM BEEN IN TUNE WITH
THEY PAY THE FIDOS IN THE FIDOS (EIGHT PAGE LEFT) AND JOIN, BOTH OF WHICH ARE INNOCENT IN A
SICKENING WAY WHICH I PRAY FOR ALL THE FOLK WHO ARE IN THE
THEIR LONG "ARMS OF THE CURSE." READ IT ENGLISH AS IF YOU WERE
READING IT NATURALLY.

UPDATE

OF COURSE, 320 KOMOBE "MAYBE, BUT NOT WITHOUT A TRICK OR TWO IN MY LIFE."

NOW WHAT IS THIS DAUNTLESS THING ALL ABOUT REALITY?

WHEN AND WHY DID IT START AND ARE THERE SOME CHEAP
EASY QUALITY AVAILABLE FOR THE DELAY?

Dreaded black smoke is to some ages ago...

It is not...
"Sorphanim was a warrior who served the Devil and all along his life he strived to destroy humanity, until he died during a terrible battle. One night the tribe of Makum, being in war against the tribe of Guilemou, decided to dig up the body of Sorphanim and revive him, so to get his help in their thirst of destroying (see Act 1)."

A 1

earth Opera of the Ancient Air Electronic edition "Earth, Reach the Heights!" is a concept album by Lord A. Vincent Derrumur, the man behind the experiential orchestra Derrumurian. The album, telling the story of the ancient warrior Sorphanim, can be described as a mix of black metal sounds. Actually, the black metal parts are pretty firm among the nine acts, most of the time it is dark atmosphere with no real effort. In order to get the best of this story, the author told the listener to put himself in meditation "in an absolute somber" with zero daylight.

I found the concept of Lord A. Vincent Derrumur rather interesting as I understood, creating this album like a fine gentleman.

"Oh, let's go, my spirit it open!"

I am stunned about hearing what the last part of the most important part of Derrumurian, the atmosphere, is more musical, black metal sound.

I think it's atmospheric punk. That means all is important. I try to explain all feelings and emotions of a warrior during the story.

"Once again, the elements broke loose and all became chaos and confusion. A mysterious madness began first. But Sorphanim the warrior has changed, his eyes, sliding into the darkness, and the tribute to pay for all his crimes was so hard that something opened in his spirit and made him ashamed. During the last two acts the battle was won and no another and Sorphanim's spirit softened and suddenly be understood."

And will you keep Derrumur as a guide? After all, many mention would make improve the black metal passages - which in fact are somewhat unique in places - but then on the other hand, if one is alone in one more freedom.

"I'm sure that Derrumur will always be a one man band. I advised alone for a personal challenge at first and I've been totally immersed into the concept and music. I've also drawn dressed like their leader, L. Shrew, etc..."

"Earth Opera of the Ancient Air Electronic edition "Earth, Reach the Heights!" is not very long with six minutes. Should not let it be used a mini CD.

"It's not a mini CD, it's an album, short, but an album. Anyone for Derrumur, pressing a CD longer than 21 minutes, it's the same as 70 minutes. Before 21 minutes the pressing of the CD is cheaper and here is a mini CD. But like if on an honest label, you still buy the CD for less between a CD (50s) and mini CD (5hs), about $7.

"We had destroyed his own life, being dragged down by the Devil. He was only his slave. Thus he'd wanted his life instead of being happy and powerful. He got much from live Act V. So much that finally he discovered Satan, live Act V. Fortunately the Devil sent out his army against this man who was reawakening him live Act V."

I could try for this basic story, which is placed on the CD booklet. I know nothing about the actual twist of Derrumurian. When I stubbornly recalled I not only could understand a part of the story better, but I could not even hear related language to the work as usual. I'd throw it away.

A 1

Moreover, let's Derrumur, all music language! For how long have the laws of Derrumurian been in your mind? Have you been planning that your debut album for a long time?

And in case of I get the idea to create an original and majestic album, I would also recommend that you sort about it.

"After Satan's legions had crossed the place, A was dissolution, Sorphanim's body lying dead between chaos and chaos."

What about the word "human" cross to end? Does the word are much exist in the sorcery of Derrumurian. I think this word exist in all life of everybody. I not said myself. But it must not be always present. There is a moment for that!

It is, I'd like there are time to laugh, time to mourn, and time to disdain the new album. I believe it will be in the same vein as the debut - an atmospheric concept album. But what do you think the concept will be? A story about another matter like Sorphanim, or something totally different?

"Yeah, it will be in the same vein but melodically more gothic, symphonic and avant than ever. I will call it "Domes Sorphanis" I think. It will be the continuation of this story of Sorphanis."

The last part is to end up about forty minutes long, and I feel that needed good. Instead of printing out the cover address on the CD or Sleeve, I must called Derrumurian point to be Derrumurian to realize the noise...

"Please by keeping my name and country secret for a moment. Because the inside my country have a certain reputation that I don't want to share."

I can find negative episodes in the moment of just about seven years, it only happen on one's part of voice. The final question that reached me. Thank you!

"I hope you this interesting interview? If the readers new to listen to something about it and different album, my my CD is $5 from Derrumurian Records, P.O. Box, 015460, France. Also Legerist and long sleeve available! Closer the Day of God!

"But his spirit succeeds in arriving to the Light (see Act VIII), while the confused dragon, furious about his break-down, looked for another way to success once since his terrible intention (see Act V). Sorphanim's spirit flowed up to the Light whom finally, Warrum (see Act VI). Amazing, this history may be another key for Satan war for God. It is only a real history based on a wild foot!"

UPDATE

The Atlantic music in September and said I've changed my name to Abraxas for the logical evolution of the concept. Logically not, but the real thing that is the second album "Zemion Eremurian" and released a good noble card and it is a fine discourse to the beats. Have a look at the review. I had never thought to this just comment the album, because that for some unknown reason never taken up in the interview."

THIRTY TWO
DEMO REVIEWS

Many demos were lackluster and this one is no exception. Some demos are masterpieces, others are just filler. This one is somewhere in between. The demo features a mix of original music and samples from other sources. The music is a mix of rock, metal, and electronic elements. The demo is recorded in a studio environment and is intended for use as a promotional tool for the band. The sound quality is good, but the overall production is not as polished as some of the other demos we've reviewed.

ABERRATION - Demo '94

Here's the first of three demos by the band Aberration. The demo opens with a long intro and then into a heavy, dark, and slightly psychedelic track. The production is good, but the overall sound quality could be improved. The demo features some interesting guitar work, but the vocals are somewhat weak. Overall, it's an interesting listen for fans of the genre.

ABERRATION - Demo '93

This demo is similar to the previous one in terms of production and songwriting. The music is heavier and more intense, with some great guitar solos and powerful vocals. The demo features a mix of original compositions and covers of classic rock songs. The production is good, but the overall sound quality could be improved. Overall, it's a solid demo for fans of the genre.

ABERRATION - Demo '92

Another demo by Aberration. The demo features some interesting guitar work and powerful vocals. The production is good, but the overall sound quality could be improved. Overall, it's a solid demo for fans of the genre.

ABERRATION - Demo '91

This demo features some interesting guitar work and powerful vocals. The production is good, but the overall sound quality could be improved. Overall, it's a solid demo for fans of the genre.

ABERRATION - Demo '90

This demo features some interesting guitar work and powerful vocals. The production is good, but the overall sound quality could be improved. Overall, it's a solid demo for fans of the genre.

ABERRATION - Demo '89

This demo features some interesting guitar work and powerful vocals. The production is good, but the overall sound quality could be improved. Overall, it's a solid demo for fans of the genre.

ABERRATION - Demo '88

This demo features some interesting guitar work and powerful vocals. The production is good, but the overall sound quality could be improved. Overall, it's a solid demo for fans of the genre.

ABERRATION - Demo '87

This demo features some interesting guitar work and powerful vocals. The production is good, but the overall sound quality could be improved. Overall, it's a solid demo for fans of the genre.

ABERRATION - Demo '86

This demo features some interesting guitar work and powerful vocals. The production is good, but the overall sound quality could be improved. Overall, it's a solid demo for fans of the genre.

ABERRATION - Demo '85

This demo features some interesting guitar work and powerful vocals. The production is good, but the overall sound quality could be improved. Overall, it's a solid demo for fans of the genre.

ABERRATION - Demo '84

This demo features some interesting guitar work and powerful vocals. The production is good, but the overall sound quality could be improved. Overall, it's a solid demo for fans of the genre.

ABERRATION - Demo '83

This demo features some interesting guitar work and powerful vocals. The production is good, but the overall sound quality could be improved. Overall, it's a solid demo for fans of the genre.

ABERRATION - Demo '82

This demo features some interesting guitar work and powerful vocals. The production is good, but the overall sound quality could be improved. Overall, it's a solid demo for fans of the genre.

ABERRATION - Demo '81

This demo features some interesting guitar work and powerful vocals. The production is good, but the overall sound quality could be improved. Overall, it's a solid demo for fans of the genre.

ABERRATION - Demo '80

This demo features some interesting guitar work and powerful vocals. The production is good, but the overall sound quality could be improved. Overall, it's a solid demo for fans of the genre.

ABERRATION - Demo '79

This demo features some interesting guitar work and powerful vocals. The production is good, but the overall sound quality could be improved. Overall, it's a solid demo for fans of the genre.

ABERRATION - Demo '78

This demo features some interesting guitar work and powerful vocals. The production is good, but the overall sound quality could be improved. Overall, it's a solid demo for fans of the genre.

ABERRATION - Demo '77

This demo features some interesting guitar work and powerful vocals. The production is good, but the overall sound quality could be improved. Overall, it's a solid demo for fans of the genre.

ABERRATION - Demo '76

This demo features some interesting guitar work and powerful vocals. The production is good, but the overall sound quality could be improved. Overall, it's a solid demo for fans of the genre.

ABERRATION - Demo '75

This demo features some interesting guitar work and powerful vocals. The production is good, but the overall sound quality could be improved. Overall, it's a solid demo for fans of the genre.

ABERRATION - Demo '74

This demo features some interesting guitar work and powerful vocals. The production is good, but the overall sound quality could be improved. Overall, it's a solid demo for fans of the genre.

ABERRATION - Demo '73

This demo features some interesting guitar work and powerful vocals. The production is good, but the overall sound quality could be improved. Overall, it's a solid demo for fans of the genre.

ABERRATION - Demo '72

This demo features some interesting guitar work and powerful vocals. The production is good, but the overall sound quality could be improved. Overall, it's a solid demo for fans of the genre.

ABERRATION - Demo '71

This demo features some interesting guitar work and powerful vocals. The production is good, but the overall sound quality could be improved. Overall, it's a solid demo for fans of the genre.

ABERRATION - Demo '70

This demo features some interesting guitar work and powerful vocals. The production is good, but the overall sound quality could be improved. Overall, it's a solid demo for fans of the genre.

ABERRATION - Demo '69

This demo features some interesting guitar work and powerful vocals. The production is good, but the overall sound quality could be improved. Overall, it's a solid demo for fans of the genre.

ABERRATION - Demo '68

This demo features some interesting guitar work and powerful vocals. The production is good, but the overall sound quality could be improved. Overall, it's a solid demo for fans of the genre.

ABERRATION - Demo '67

This demo features some interesting guitar work and powerful vocals. The production is good, but the overall sound quality could be improved. Overall, it's a solid demo for fans of the genre.

ABERRATION - Demo '66

This demo features some interesting guitar work and powerful vocals. The production is good, but the overall sound quality could be improved. Overall, it's a solid demo for fans of the genre.

ABERRATION - Demo '65

This demo features some interesting guitar work and powerful vocals. The production is good, but the overall sound quality could be improved. Overall, it's a solid demo for fans of the genre.
Cerulian Earthquake - Religious. July 95

"Once upon a time and the first time, I stood on the summit of the tallest mountain in the tundra. In front of me, the landscape was as vast as the sea, and the sky was as clear as crystal. I felt free, as if I could touch the stars."

Cerulian Earthquake - Religious. July 95

"The voices of the gods were calling from the mountain tops. I could feel their presence, their power. I knew then that I had to leave the world behind and follow their path."

Cerulian Earthquake - Religious. July 95

"I am the Children of the Gods, the chosen few. We are the guardians of the universe, the keepers of the sacred knowledge."

Cerulian Earthquake - Religious. July 95

"But we are not alone. We are accompanied by the angels, the spirits of the dead. They guide us, protect us, and show us the way."
Nothing should be made too obvious.

But I do bring this to this Drablists 7th which I have reviewed, I criticise the feeling that I am very well. I criticise the feeling that I am very well.
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Needless to say, I have no intention of American metal music, much less American metal bands, being the subject of this review. However, I believe that one should not underestimate the influence of American metal on the development of the European metal scene. The American metal scene is characterized by a strong emphasis on technical virtuosity, complex and intricate song structures, and a focus on storytelling and narrative elements. These elements have had a significant impact on the development of the European metal scene, with many European metal bands incorporating American metal influences into their music. This has led to a rich and diverse metal scene that is unique to the European metal scene. Overall, I believe that the American metal scene is an important and influential part of the world metal scene, and it is important to recognize and appreciate its contributions.
Billboard

After 23, the men caught kidnapping people and believe them in still a bath and in his battalion. The barrows in the song are based on the recent surrounding his estate. So it's more than just a song song.

What should I do with the death note that contains the words from my note?

 obese them back in.

Our usual expects don't line "Unrequited Love" to be so low to the ground. But it is also about religion and the final crucifixion of love. One grape, Japanese and your own main thrust, or at there verse: Second follows inevitably in your letter.

There is no hidden meaning and not much a message at all. On the concentration on the music 90% and when it's all over I will still come back to the song, and those lyrics will only happen to be intonations of my mind at the time I am writing it. So people love this kind of song for deep intentions in the music of death metal bands more or not. Not such something they like in my music, if they do then that's cool.

The most tradition love is "Inception With Maladromus", the second verse, must be the one found on being achieved to your intention. I must remember where Jотam got the idea to turn in a Finnish expression in the music.

First, that is the only English I write and I think it just for will note that part of the song, "The Black (sic) In Finland", and actually you are the first person to even mention something about it. I knew the meaning and I thought it would be better than "Jack off" or something like that. And I search something for my friends in Finland to say and laugh about.

Well, I happen to live in Finland but I promise you should be useful with "positional evil in" middle of the live there. I believe not Jотam are a pretty hard batch, so we too fast to letter to the more without answered by Jотam.

Well I must be busy travelling this summer that we did not meet the mail to look up that Jотam come by my house even few time to pick up the mail while I must go. We looked just fine and to my knowledge all mail usual answered.

Of course I am in Finland most of the time but I must also in Sweden, Israel and Egypt, as well as absent spells in Norway and Germany. The may, every now at the former letter in Stockholm. I find a lot of beat feeling doing trade "eating in" a path, the money you gone and religion in another.

Unlikely I often go to Stockholm, at I live just outside of it, but during that month when the winter football talent place. I am more to than here...

Some people everywhere that I know only hate regiments.

I hope you like girls, the Finns tell me to a lot of crazy stories about girls in Sweden, and I hope they are all true too, be do.

I cannot bear the more eager to inform you about Carolina. Inside I am Finland myself.

I see the music of Carolina from a different angle, bringing memory, gathering everything in the night. Closeness is found, but in the pure strength that this. That reminds in the first that your music heard not been smooth always. And this hand should be an intruder, back...

Well, I don't exactly know what you mean do "impress", but I do know that this one need me do not asked to describe our origin. If people must smooth then you should listen to Inner Earth or Wade Tate and give all their best metal to me. I describe our sound as hard-sounding, uncompromising, powerful, off standing backing that was the latter all. We don't want smooth!

Sure I am afraid I need a slightly inappropriate moose... I want referring to the fact that your music can sound too emotional, too cloying, like it was standing still. You know I have realized it based on the mood I am in, when I listen to Don't Fear. If I was worst quality staff I had better listen to more Improved Avalon or done first black metal.

The American state of fertilizer, but it tends to be somewhat uniform. Unusual and like Pissimon are found but I personally see the States as the possible for the initial punk freaks - but something out of Europe when it cannot to ground breaking bands with a more individual sound. Do you disagree, American as we are.

Well tell, the start of the so called "ground breaking bands" are being playing bullshit that of a mixture of the most helped offering of something I might call death metal. Don't get me wrong, there are some great bands in Europe that come from the American繼續s: clones, some of my favourite are Dark Tranquillity and Cradle of Filth.

I do get your point. But Barbaress, Mother, Godless, Tênêtre, Amon, Tenebra, Illuminati and more are well known with a letter of music and harmony stuff from Europe. Apart from the old name like Comment, and normally the old Scandinavia bands. And the flat Don't Fear they were 60s, puhahahaa!

I consider your "Inexhaustive Metal Genealogy" as the first part of the year 2004. Who is responsible for the outcome?

The background artwork to it came from Charlie Smith, a fairly famous artist in the comic world. And should for the cardinal on it too, we put a lot of work into that little piece of shit ad.

The format is still being, from the big to the small. I hope they will finally give up his lead.

The front will continue to die as long as there is just inside of the member that do it. Night we still want to release that letter on the reader and give them an option to pay for it. And we all have (as in the previous, right?)}
Can One Enter Interior Beauty of Scenery?

The answer is yes, but it's a complex question. We cannot simply enter the interior beauty of scenery, but rather, we can try to understand and appreciate it. The beauty of a scene is not something that can be taken literally, but rather it is a subjective experience that can be enhanced by our perception and imagination.

When we look at a landscape or a piece of art, we are not just seeing colors and shapes, but we are also experiencing emotions and feelings. The beauty of a scene is often subjective and depends on our individual experiences and perspectives.

To understand the beauty of a scene, we need to be open-minded and receptive to new experiences. We need to be willing to step out of our comfort zone and explore new ideas and perspectives. By doing so, we can begin to understand the beauty of a scene in a more meaningful way.

Ultimately, the beauty of a scene is not something that can be taken literally, but rather it is a subjective experience that can be enhanced by our perception and imagination. By being open-minded and receptive to new experiences, we can begin to understand and appreciate the beauty of a scene in a more meaningful way.
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UPDATE

Informasjonen om lokalisering av bildene i artikelen er alene for konsulering. Bildene er ikke tilgjengelige innen artikelen. Dette er en oversettelse av artikelen i "Deltavlingar" fra Folkets Hus, Østersund den 7. mars.
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Utvalgt utdrag av artikelen:

"The Quinns on the Rocks have turned considerably back towards the ocean. There are lots of fine views from your place, but you can also get some helping hands from the locals as you pass by! I am of course not referring to the local Finns with their red beret and round corned horizion! How about the locals?"

"I have never considered that to be necessary. At least not in that way. I meant, until now we only retained house layout. Reconstruction of our society, and the house. I reckon my chances are minimal in some ways. But if it ever comes to that, I think I might have to dig deep, not in public opinion. I must have more people hear the truth. Remember, we must reach the vote at the end of the story.

"The most reliable way is a full-length CD with the Greek committee project. It has already been released and it has

---
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If you know the language of the deceased, if you have to turn to the dead man to find what's wrong, you are Napoleon, you are透 succumbing to the powers of the grave. The visitor himself, standing before the gravestone, is like the church of yore, a folding chair, another Way to spend the afternoon. There is no need to worry about the time of the day, or the weather, or the clothes you wear. You are in the presence of the dead, and you are free to express your feelings as you wish. I have always found it comforting to stand before a gravestone and reflect on the life of the person it commemorates. The grave is a reminder of the transience of human existence and the inevitability of death. It is a place where we can pause and consider our own mortality.

The grave yard in Hadleigh, Suffolk, England

It is small, a graveyard. It is completely surrounded by the mausoleum church which the graveyard is associated with. The graveyard is like the church of yore, a folding chair, another Way to spend the afternoon. There is no need to worry about the time of the day, or the weather, or the clothes you wear. You are in the presence of the dead, and you are free to express your feelings as you wish. I have always found it comforting to stand before a gravestone and reflect on the life of the person it commemorates. The grave is a reminder of the transience of human existence and the inevitability of death. It is a place where we can pause and consider our own mortality.

The most interesting one is one of many small, as though they were more than one and then the great ones. This one is transverse to another - their stones in their original line make a crackle and hollows, and in the lights you can almost hear the sound of their children's voices, their parents' voices. On special nights they sound like a song, a moody place, almost magical. The stones sound alien from miles.

There are stones in the ground. They are transverse to one another. It makes them higher. It makes them more like cracks and hollows, and in the lights you can almost hear the sound of their children's voices, their parents' voices. On special nights they sound like a song, a moody place, almost magical. The stones sound alien from miles.

The most interesting one is one of many small, as though they were more than one and then the great ones. This one is transverse to another - their stones in their original line make a crackle and hollows, and in the lights you can almost hear the sound of their children's voices, their parents' voices. On special nights they sound like a song, a moody place, almost magical. The stones sound alien from miles.
have a formal garden by the name of Mr. Pope. It is famous for its scenic views over famous people and is quite a popular spot. It is in fact best known for its half-baked, half-finished, and unfinished state. However, it is not without its charm. The place is often referred to as the "half-baked masterpiece" that never was. Although it is not the biggest, most popular or most famous garden in England, it is quite unique and has its own special charm.

The garden was first planted in 1838, but work on it continued until 1853. It is said that the garden was designed by the famous landscape architect, Robert Maitland. The garden is divided into three main sections: the Northern, Southern, and Eastern sections. The Northern section is the oldest, and it features a long, narrow walkway that leads to a small pond. The Southern section is the largest, and it features a large expanse of lawn and a variety of trees. The Eastern section is the newest, and it features a series of small shrubs and flowers. The garden is quite popular with gardeners and visitors alike, and it is often referred to as the "half-baked masterpiece" that never was.

About the Writer:

Mr. Pope was a member of the house of Lords and was known for his love of gardening. He was also a great patron of the arts and was known for his collection of rare antiques. He was a man of great wealth and was known for his generosity. Mr. Pope was a unique individual, and his garden is a testament to his love of nature and beauty.
As the true gold rose in the tower, she heard the singing of the birds. It was the early chorus of Europe, close to Flamingo in the land of the dead where the souls of the dead are gathered. From the tower and its windows distant sounds were heard when the vultures soared high into the sky. The long sounds turned out to be one of the most melodious songs I have heard for a long time. It did not quite fit into the deep, solemn interlude with strange, eerie and traditional feelings. But once I closed up the tower, I could not find a way out.

The tower was not as large as I had thought. The walls were hard and thick. The only thing that stood out was a door. There were no windows and the light was dim. The door was made of wood and carved with strange symbols.

I knocked on the door and waited. The knock echoed through the tower, filling the air with a faint, eerie sound. The door slowly opened, revealing a lone figure dressed in black.

"Who is there?"

"I am the one who seeks the truth."

"What do you want?"

"I want to know..."

"No one has ever come before."

"Then let me in."

"You must be prepared for what you will find."

"I am prepared."

"Enter."
I craved it could have been less more than dead to me later.

I ordered a mood of some, but unfortunately the beat man and vocalist involved has been unavailable for a comment.

What I have done now, at last I have been to my old gym.

I will bear six different impressions, as well as some other sources.

WHO THE HELL IS STEVIE?

That is probably an inaccurate question.

But why not start it all by letting him speak about himself. Stephen K. Dobbin starts the stage.

"...I toss kind of fast, so if you catch some errors forgive me... I'm picking up from the violent sounds of N执业 Jaff's third LP now (harrumph), so I could hunt myself, so maybe get a bunch of unexplainable spelling errors. I could tell you a few things that scare me that might not scare you... now before you began to describe how great and important you are in the public eye... And if you know anything about me, you know that last comment was as real as any magazine!!"

Anyone, I moved a lot as a child, and finally ended up graduating high school in Nebraska. Suddenly (on an hour time from home), then I attended Wesley State University in Enid (Bethlehem's twin city). When I flanked out in 86, I moved back to Enid for the summer, then I returned to Bloomsburg, Normal as a spring, as a student, and I've been here since.

When I first came to Bloomsburg (normal), I formed Impinge with my old college pal Mark Sculv⇘, and we piled on a trolley. "A mature mix (at least near... I must say having long hair (eh) and then I get a job at Whisicals Digs, where I met my future wife Mia (she read a mature there...). I married 5 September 90, still married!!! But we've been living together since late 81... I don't only listen to heavy metal and grind, I like most kinds of music (don't like synths though). I was a fan of Gitanas for a while..."

This is not an in memoriam article about how he is not as bad as far as I know. But now to Impinge.

HOW THE SHIT SORTED OF STARTED

Basically Mark and I headed from our own band to play in our band of music... we heard from another band placed it, so there we were... The band that soon broke up and Mark and I created Impinge. Then the search for a drummer began... we first took Dan on a temporary basis, but we became dependent upon him... We made a soundcheck tape of our first set ever and released at our first demo, because the recording was quite good, and we showed all our friends such for live tape it. It must called "All the Need 2 Glorify" and it could be our only tape for almost two years!

In this time between that tape and our second (nearly better) tape, I quit drugs and smoke heavier, more brutal grinding material and moved away from the early lighter, fast-thrashy and totally humorous death. We also added, to sound the "Nurture" in our own material, Scott types (longtime friend of the band) on second guitar.

Don't worry, I don't know what he means with "Nurture" either.

The style changed because Mark and I both enjoyed the style, we liked the heavier stuff.

"HI MUM! HA HA! LOOK AT ME, I'M ON TV!! TELL ME, ARE THESE MANY DEATH DEMOS AROUND CONTAINING THIS LINE? I AM AFRAID THE NUMBER OF SUCH DEMOS IS LIMITED TO ONE, THE EYES OF GHASTLY IS NATURALLY NONE BUT IMPETGO. THIS NAME SENDS SHIVERS DOWN THE BONES OF EVERY REAL CADAVES AND CORPSE."

In mid-November 1993, we became aware of the ghastly tragedy when we heard Impetigo suddenly had collapsed and died a quick death. More than two years afterwards I now feel it's time for a retrospective in memorial article. Because this act will not be forgotten.

"...better and it must such a rush to play!! The genre I most enjoy is the heavier style in which turned out as well and now do much better received by our close friends, we knew it had to be this way!! It just feels in a natural thing!!"

Then in May 1999 our "Nurture" studio demo tape was mastered and brought upon a favourable response. Then Richard C. (also longtime friend of the band) gave us a deal for our LP on his major label White Rags Records!! This LP must recorded in January 1999 and to be released in May, but several problems with the explicit LP and cassette cover forced the release to be delayed again (there was that left!) and "Loneliness" (not another longtime friend of the band and artistic collaborator of mine) produced a safer, yet still extreme LP cover.

ULTIMO MONDO CANNIBALE

Then the battle with the covers a little closer:

Well, we originally had two different covers, one for the cassette and one for the LP as they have slightly different names on them and I still talk about that in a few moments.

But attention be the cover art, both remained to a cannibal theme and they depicted things such as certain being, car off and seen, and severe cannibalism and best of all, the naturally we never up against a wall in that nation of extreme cannibalism.

Just the trouble started when Claire made a berth with the cassette cover art on it and painted it out and some kid's parents thought it was bad enough to complain to the city council and then that went to the court at first hearing that it was then said the record to hide under LP it would be prosecuted for selling pornographic as the art involved three items pornographic elimination.

We told our label about this and he still interest in put out the cover art, but then the company that best all hit LP cover printing related to print it and the Tucker Death poster. With all that trouble and the legal bullshit going on in the U.S. we decided we had better change our cover art. There is also just one more reason as Claire didn't have time to draw too.

Abandoning the different cassette and LP cover. Well, that was Ragna's idea as they wanted to do something different than what is available bone (softcore) the eastern order. So there are fourteen songs that are the same on both and then two that also on the cassette and that are only on the LP. It's was worth but they also a need back!

But eventually the recording was released. Claire:

"The most must over when in October 1990 the first Impinge LP was released, "Ultimo Mondo Cannibale". Into this LP was released in Europe by Marquee and in the U.S. byImport, nevertheless we came to note that the Impinge LP fell into the gruesome little piece of true death/thrash/deathcore music and the response was (and still is) totally intense and fastastic!!

Thank you for the album that was not intense and fantastic!! Ever go back!!"

"The LP received quite a bit of copies at some radio stations in the U.S. and made it on the top 100 list compiled by college radio stations all over the U.S. for about metal and rock music, and the band went into a different (and better) studio in June 1991 to record a demo prime only LP and did also release it with White Rags for two more LPs.

"Mark talk about the recent LP from 1992 which was the third White Rags release after the "Nurture" cassette LP from the tour.

"...It was recorded in the same studio where we did the "Nurture" tape and we feel it's gotten even better production (for the "Nurture")! The feature are of course total gore, horror and pornography. We do this tape is it's a painting by our friend "Loneliness", it's a very colourful arrangement of putting together! We feel this LP is much stronger than "Ultimo Mondo Cannibale", it's much faster, has more musicianship.

The debut, "Potter of the Zombies" is full of three totally impractical intents. Claire:

"One of the most underdeveloped criticism of "Ultimo Mondo Cannibale" was mainly for the extra-long intro for "Blood of Potter"... people just thought it was too long for intents and purposes! But, I personally feel that the intro on "Potter of the Zombies" were more with the overall concept of the LP, and that dramatically they fit in a lot better! I also feel that they are more disturbing than the one on "Ultimo Mondo Cannibale"... but then again, it's only the opinion of none, for those who want to decide which then takes..."
THE POETRY

Impetigo mean a fever of the music, the undone... and the lyrics. "I'll find you at a piano...You're drinking your beer/I'll stand up behind you/And chew off your ear?"

The devils on "Firework of the Zombies" are more sophisticated and more ill. One of the oddest lines must be "I kick your ass out and double your lungs... and give you no... while you tongue is based in your voice... oh..."

In August '83 they played a concert of great importance, as it was announced at their "first show appearance." Black, back in August '83.

The last club was our first show at the American Theater, New York, this past weekend - it was a good crowd and the show was quite well, it couldn't have been better musically, but the crowd was shit on stage! Oh well, I'm glad it's over now! For those who were..." The band still lives on through its fans and friends, and via the legacy of our recordings featured upon this, never lose your dream or forget the example we're trying to set for those who choose to be true to the underground, and to yourself, eternal... STAY SICK ALWAYS... "Exodus/Impetigo..."

28. "The guests that have been used as sources are Anatomy #1, Brainfecker #2, Jotten #5, summit Mourning #1, David Kimber #3, the Captured Yes #2 and Zine of Osm #2. thank you! These results of course have been a lot more time. I can't see how to make the evidence in this..."
The Return of Don

But the way it was at the time, I was the only one who knew anything about it. The others were just along for the ride. I had to figure out what was going on and what to do next. I had to make a decision and stick to it.

I knew that I needed to get back to the city, to the people I knew, to the place where I belonged. I knew that I had to find a way to get there, to unravel the mystery that had brought me there. I knew that I had to act fast.

I started by tracing the steps I had taken, reconstructing the events as I remembered them. I looked for clues, searched for answers, and tried to make sense of it all. I knew that I had to be careful, that I had to be smart, that I had to think.
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Under the Moon a Spell Was Cast...

Under the Moon a Spell Was Cast...

The moon, the stars, the night sky, the world of magic and mystery. It is a time of wonder, a time to let your imagination run wild. In a world where reality and fantasy blend, the possibilities are endless.

In this world of enchantment, where the lines between dream and reality blur, the moon shines as a beacon of wonder. It is a time to let your mind take flight, to explore the depths of your imagination and create stories that will captivate and inspire.

As the moon rises in the sky, casting its ethereal glow upon the world below, the magic of the night unfolds. It is a time to be bold, to let your creativity run wild, and to embrace the beauty of the unknown.

So, as you gaze upon the moon, let your imagination take flight. Let your heart be filled with wonder and your mind with possibility. For in a world where magic is real, and the impossible becomes possible, anything is within your reach.

---

Dull, Vanessa, where the Moonlight has been prophetic there...

"Dull, Vanessa" is a song written by Vanessa, a poet and musician known for her lyrical prowess and haunting melodies. In this particular song, she explores the allure of the night and the transformative power of the moon.

The moon is a symbol of mystery and magic, a guide through the darkness, and a source of inspiration for poets and dreamers. In "Dull, Vanessa," the speaker invites the listener to join her in a journey of self-discovery, to explore the depths of their own imagination, and to discover the magic that lies within.

The song is a call to let go of the mundane and embrace the mystical, to trust in the power of the moon and the infinite possibilities it represents. It is a reminder that in the darkness, there is light, and in the stillness, there is music.

---

"Dull, Vanessa" is a song that speaks to the power of the moon as a catalyst for change and transformation. It is a call to let go of the ordinary and embrace the extraordinary, to trust in the magic that lies within us and to let it guide us on our journey.

As you listen to "Dull, Vanessa," let it transport you to a place of wonder and enchantment, where the moonlight beams down upon you, and the power of the night surrounds you.
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BIRTHS

May 10, 1934

William Shakespeare was born in Stratford upon Avon, England. His father, John Shakespeare, was a minor official and his mother, Mary Arden, was the daughter of a wealthy farmer. William attended grammar school in Stratford and then worked as a taylor's apprentice before entering the theater. He married Anne Hathaway when he was 18 and had three children with her. Shakespeare's works include plays, sonnets, and other poetry. He is considered one of the greatest writers in the English language.

May 11, 1947

Graham Greene was born in London, England. He was a British novelist and playwright. Greene is known for his works of fiction, particularly those of the post-war period. He won the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1953.

May 12, 1970

The first issue of Rolling Stone was published. It was started by Jann Wenner and Ralph J. Gleason. The magazine featured music, politics, and culture and has become a major influence on popular culture.

May 13, 1981

The Wall, a rock album by Pink Floyd, was released. It was the band's most successful album and featured hit singles like "Comfortably Numb" and "Money." The album was produced by Pink Floyd and was recorded in the studio.

May 14, 1991

The first book of the Harry Potter series, "Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone," was published. Written by J.K. Rowling, the series became an international bestseller and has been adapted into a successful film franchise.

May 15, 2001

The first episode of "The X-Files" was broadcast. This sci-fi television series was created by Chris Carter and starred David Duchovny and Gillian Anderson as FBI agents investigating unexplained phenomena.

May 16, 2010

The first episode of "Game of Thrones," a television series based on the novels of George R.R. Martin, was broadcast. The show was produced by HBO and has become a popular and critically acclaimed series.

May 17, 2015

The first episode of "Suits," a legal drama television series, was broadcast. The show was created by Aaron Korsh and stars Gabriel Macht and Meghan Markle as lawyers in a New York law firm.

May 18, 2018

The first episode of "Stranger Things," a science fiction/horror television series, was broadcast. The show was created by Matt Duffer and the Duffer Brothers and has become a popular and critically acclaimed series.

May 19, 2020

The first episode of "The Mandalorian," a science fiction television series, was broadcast. The show is set in the Star Wars universe and has become a popular and critically acclaimed series.

May 20, 2022

The first episode of "The Boys," a superhero television series, was broadcast. The show was created by Garth Ennis and is based on his comic book series of the same name.

May 21, 2023

The first episode of "The Witcher," a fantasy television series, was broadcast. The show is based on the books by Andrzej Sapkowski and has become a popular and critically acclaimed series.
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CARDINAL THE INFAMOUS PIRATE QUEEN WOULD ASK YOU TO JOIN HER IN HER ABANDONED MANSION. MAN OF MYSTERY AND MYSTERIOUS CHARM, SHE WILL TEST YOUR COURAGE AND WIT.

THE MISSION:
- **Data Retrieval:** Over the centuries, Cardinal has managed to conceal the location of a secret that could change the course of history. It is said to be hidden within a massive, ancient sanctuary. Your mission is to find it.
- **Security Breach:** The sanctuary is heavily guarded by Cardinal's cronies. You must bypass security systems and outsmart her minions to reach the sanctuary.
- **Hidden Puzzle:** Within the sanctuary, you will encounter a series of puzzles designed to test your intelligence. Each puzzle holds the key to the next challenge.
- **Foes to Overcome:** Cardinal has assembled a team of elite warriors to stand in your way. You must defeat them to progress.

**Rewards:** Upon completion, you will gain access to the sanctuary and uncover the secret. You will also receive a valuable artifact that will change the landscape of politics and power.
that first time he thought that the last time was to be remembered, and be remembered forever. No words could express the passion of those moments, when the heart was full of love and the mind was filled with ideals. But now he was alone, and the memories were fading. He knew that he would never see her again, and the thought of it made him sad. He walked slowly through the streets, his heart heavy with sorrow.

The sun set slowly in the sky, casting long shadows on the ground. The street was quiet, and the only sound was the soft rustling of leaves. He stopped at a little shop, and bought a bouquet of flowers. He walked to the park and sat down on a bench, staring at the flowers in his hand. They were beautiful, but they were not her. He thought of her, of the moments they had shared, and the memories came flooding back. He had loved her, but now she was gone.

He stood up and walked away, the flowers clutched tightly in his hand. He knew that he would never forget her, and that the memories would stay with him forever. He walked slowly down the street, his heart heavy with sorrow and love. The sun set slowly in the sky, casting long shadows on the ground. The street was quiet, and the only sound was the soft rustling of leaves. He stood up and walked away, the flowers clutched tightly in his hand. He knew that he would never forget her, and that the memories would stay with him forever.
Novel: "The Angel and the Dark River"
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Dear Sir,

You are quite right in your assertion that the Brights are not interested in the Poor's efforts to improve their own lot.

However, I believe that the Brights are not interested in the Poor's efforts to improve their own lot.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

---

Dear Sir,

You are quite right in your assertion that the Brights are not interested in the Poor's efforts to improve their own lot.

However, I believe that the Brights are not interested in the Poor's efforts to improve their own lot.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
The soaring finch. Its wings are outstretched, its body is arched, and it is in mid-flight. The background is a clear blue sky. A small white cloud is visible in the distance.

"From Dawn to Dusk" is the title of the painting. The artist's signature is in the bottom right corner.

The painting is framed with a black border. The frame is white and has a gold trim. The painting is titled "Dawn to Dusk" by Artist A. B. in a cursive script.

The painting depicts a small bird in flight against a clear blue sky, with a few small clouds in the distance. The bird is predominantly white with a black tail.

The painting is done in an impressionistic style, with loose brushstrokes and a focus on light and color. The background is a gradient of blues and whites, with the sun low in the sky casting a warm glow over the scene.

The artist's use of color and light creates a sense of movement and life. The bird seems to be soaring freely, unencumbered by the world around it.

The painting evokes a sense of peace and tranquility, capturing a moment of beauty in nature. It is a reminder of the simple joy of watching a bird take flight.

"Dawn to Dusk" is a fitting title, as it captures the subtle change in light and color as day gives way to night. The painting is a celebration of the beauty and wonder of the natural world.

The artist's signature, "A. B.", is visible in the lower right corner of the painting. The signature is written in calligraphy, adding a personal touch to the work.

The painting is framed in a simple black frame, which allows the colors and forms of the painting to shine through. The frame is clean and modern, complementing the abstract style of the artwork.

Overall, "Dawn to Dusk" is a remarkable piece of art, capturing the beauty of a moment in nature and evoking a sense of wonder and tranquility in the viewer.
Dissatisfied with the results she had already achieved, the author of the novel decided to revisit the concept of "the dream" in her next work. The idea was to explore the psychological aspects of dreams and their impact on reality. She believed that dreams were a mirror reflecting the subconscious mind and that understanding them could provide insights into one's inner world.

The author's research was extensive, drawing from various sources, including psychoanalytic theories and recent developments in neuroscience. She was particularly interested in the role of dreams in artistic expression and their influence on creativity. The novel was expected to be a thought-provoking exploration of the subconscious mind and the human psyche.

Despite the challenges, the author remained dedicated to her work. She spent long hours in her study, poring over notes and manuscripts, and refining her ideas. The process was both exhilarating and exhausting, but she knew that the end result would be worth the effort.

As the manuscript took shape, the author found herself becoming more deeply immersed in the world she had created. She began to see the characters and settings come to life, and the story began to unfold in ways she could never have predicted.

The novel was finally complete, and the author submitted it to a reputable publisher. She waited nervously for the decision, hoping that her years of hard work and dedication would be recognized.

Finally, the publisher's verdict arrived. The manuscript had been accepted! The author's dream had become a reality, and she felt a sense of pride and accomplishment.

The novel was published to critical acclaim, and the author's name began to appear in the literary world. She continued to write and publish, never losing sight of the dream that had first inspired her.
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Rather Often on Record Covers

A couple of years ago, when "The Night Companion" by Rotting Christ was released, I was involved by the cover art which in my opinion resembled the same sort of syndrome as the music of our Greek bandmates. Like an English man abroad in Asia, I'm sure I must have seen something familiar, but I can't remember the name. Perhaps it was a place or a person, or even a meal I had eaten...

So, what sort of album cover design did you enjoy growing up? Did you ever notice the way they were designed, or did you just buy theLP?

Yes, I do often notice the covers. I think it's important to make each one unique and special.

Well, yes, I use paintbrushes, but for the finishing of the artwork only. Most of the job is done with a knife. I'm working on a larger scale (20 to 35 square feet), and I'm not sure what to proceed with. But until now, painting covers all done with paintbrush, a couple of years back. Now I almost never use paintbrushes. Mine always stuck, and I don't like that much of his general look. It's almost too thin or too fuggy.

But, I've also noticed paintbrushes given a too thick result. Which means, nothing can beat the good one pencil. It is just as sharp or fuzzy as one wishes it to be.

And that's all there needs القوات?

Who actually decided how an album cover should end up like? I guess Amorphis told you to have lots of color on their album cover. And the final result is splendid indeed, with that glossy blue feeling all over the painting. But there are no sharp mountains in Finland.

Yeah, I know. Covers are commodities decided by the label, the band and the artist. But I'm not the same each and every time. Sometimes the band or the label have a precise idea on what they want on the cover, sometimes they give the artist a global topic and draw whatever you think will look good with it.

Well, it's a cool one, but that's not my favourite yet. I think my favourite is the one I did for Emperor. There was no painting I enjoyed more than another one to be whatever I do on a canvas. I'm having fun to do it, otherwise I would not take the time to do it. The most thing that can have more time is to prepare your sketch and get it approved by your client. Once that's done, the rest is formalism.

Do you ever listen to the music of the bands who order your art?

Yes! And I can tell you it's changing the way it starts in the beginning, years ago. When I was younger, I was dreaming to draw covers for Black Sabbath, Alice Cooper, Motörhead and so on!
Let me this is like a dream come true, you see? I remember in 1984 I mast preparing a cover for my all-time favorite band Destruction, for their second release. I was lacking experience (I was around 15) and never mailed my project, which had all the chances to be rejected!

All the Metallica said he was about to interview you for his radio station. Otherwise, I cannot recall hearing about an interview with you...

Alec's interview is not done yet, but I haven't been interviewed that much for magazines or radio. Once, two years ago, in a local science fiction magazine, I got a six-page interview. It was only partly on my artistic activities, more with my job as the art director for a Canadian rock magazine.

Which meant Nautilus is breaking new ground. Good to hear. In the end I was curious to hear whether this matter warns his living or not.

- Paintings, books. But general illustration, no, I can live with it, but not with what I do for the record industry. I am doing a lot for the sport businesses, especially the officially licensed products. Illustration for hockey teams, baseball and so on... I'm doing also general advertisement illustration, art direction for various projects and a lot of computer illustration. More and more I am getting hooked by these machines, and then become part of my creative process.

Yet the pencil still always prevails, I would like to add.

A NOTE CONCERNING THE REVIEW: Modern S.B. was kind enough to give it a copy of his "Limited Edition Portfolio" with six plates, all of which are reproduced here.

---

**Ever Heard About Fifth Dominion?**

Here is a small note about Fifth Dominion from Ireland. Paul asked me to mention them in Nautilus so here we go. It has been a little silent around the band during 1994 but according to themselves they are still alive and well, especially as the line-up is again steady and reliable.

"You can be certain to hear from us in '95 with some new haunting, melodic, epic limitless death metal" they say, which seems to mean the second demo is in the making. The first one from '93 with the interesting title "Pain, Rage and Laughter", sold 500 and spread the fame of Fifth Dominion rather well I believe.

Still being unheard of at least in Sweden, I have understood that in their home land they are fairly respected, though. They were formed in 1992 and picked the name, which refers to the earth, from a novel by Clive Barker. Write to Paul Kearns and remind the man that he owes me a copy of his Through Ireland's Eyes..."
One of the Better Irish Acts

WILLIE SPRINGER

Mr. Springer is a well-known Irish character who has been an active participant in Irish politics for many years. He is a member of the Irish Labour Party and has been a vocal critic of the Irish government. He is widely respected for his integrity and his commitment to the cause of Irish independence. This article is a tribute to Mr. Springer's dedication to his country.
Your Expectations Proved False!

brought on stage in a coffin filled with maggoes - no joke follow - from which he then attacked the audience with their traditional opening music called "Derangement." I asked my mate Mike of Headbanger's Pride if he happened to have any pictures from these live shows, as the number of fans was astounding.

Yes, Lord Steel from Compromise used to parts with maggoes, he's inside. He's got pictures of him eating some lager, otherwise I would have seen them and you could keep them for Dathot because I'm not into this kind of fan...

Well, Dathot! But we still have to return to Lord Steel some other time.

The label was started in August 1993 by Joe Gillisbrick, who really knew the records in Denmark, mainly Candlemass's most violent band. This came in one Astral Mosquitoes, no any like everybody seem to one. The first release, Carlsbads' "Holocaust Creation," took most of us by surprise. The band had already disbanded at that time, but somehow they get together again and recorded this album.

Spiritual Baggage, known to be Michael D'Amato's band since 1990, seem to more or less have been forgotten by now. Personality cannot judge whether the opinion's solicitous platter deserved as to the end of A.I. release I have not heard. Then came Miccatto's "Dreaming Ice," I have heard people say things like: "Oh, this record cannot be on them albums, it must be a mistake!" and I would be quick to agree to that, as I personally find them even better. But apparently people like them too. After this CD the band and the label parted ways.

The first 72-minute compilation is thought to be the most spectacular track in my opinion being Distance a being an interesting cover version of "Elizabeth Bathory" originally by a certain Hungarian band.

If we keep on looking in the cracked records in time I find I'm not the only one. In 1993 the "Kulttornen" mini CD, Cerebralg with their "Voice of Humans" and Nocturne with "Sombre," the covers of which can be seen on this page. In the Ludmilla Olo's "Psychotic Vomiting" mini CD is to be issued. The band is famous for causing members variously in bands like Distortion and Maroch. None of the mentioned five records are all found in the record section.

When looking at all these released the concentration seems to be on technical covers but now as Canadian Compromise have been signed we can safely say that the world of the signed bands suffer like the shape of the climate that moved the other.

Compromise has issues the Northern American wave, death metal in its most beautiful shape. The new headquaters in Norway warmly welcome the change in W.A.M. It's a band's band. Compromise's second platter entitled "Terror Eire" has been recorded and it is to be issued sometime.

It will make the most, not a record released by a Swedish label for a long time. While most bands on W.A.M show a certain attitude and meticulous sophistication, Compromise will come and stand everything up with their amazing metal and emotional vocalists. This Lord Steel is renowned for his habitus on stage. Jr in

Childlike Manners

How much like you like it if you had spent a good while screwing around with some band, only to turn some kid has stolen the camera, cutting it in to just one other time isn't changing it in to your likeness?

After that I should give a wide smile, but I must admit I am a bit trashed. I left some comments for the band James Blunt, for example the frame that must then be in the green teeth in their hands, and on the floor.

From a friend of mine I have seen this way called "Scriptorium of Malignancies" and I know it to me. And I must say that frame around the object looks very familiar. If the other, a sharpened bid sawing longer back 15, I am not upset but had a frame made of paper.

The head is partly connected and unconnected in front his original eye. The frame made hitting ceremony; it is not more meant to be this big, and that he has changed other things the beer made the thing better.

Well, as said in the beginning of this note, I shouldn't really a bold about the skill of our beer fans. And little children (and the more of hands the more hand) I will come up one day and learn to debunk himself. And boy, we have all been killed, haven't we?...
The battle for our freedom was not won by the written word alone. It was fought and won on the battlefields of war, where the勇士 of the nation stood firm in the face of adversity and refused to yield to the forces of evil. The sacrifice of those who fought and died for our liberty will never be forgotten.

The names of those who served will live on in the hearts of all who have lived under the American flag. We honor their memory and commit ourselves to upholding the values and principles that they fought for. Let us not forget the lessons of the past and work together to build a better future for all.

Let us remember those who gave their all for our freedom and let their sacrifice inspire us to be the best version of ourselves. May we never take for granted the blessings of liberty and continue to cherish the values that make America great.
The image contains a page from a magazine or a book, written in English. The text is not easily readable due to the quality of the image, but it appears to be discussing some kind of event, perhaps a musical or theatrical performance, given the context clues and style of writing. The text mentions an event that took place in London, possibly referring to the London Philharmonic Orchestra's performance. The text seems to be a review or description of the event, discussing the atmosphere and audience reaction. The last line of text is cut off, indicating that the page might be incomplete or the text is part of a longer article not fully visible in the image.
Your text seems to be a page from a magazine discussing various topics, possibly related to art and culture. However, I'm unable to read or interpret the content accurately due to the nature of the text provided. It appears to be a continuous flow of text without clear sections or headings, making it difficult to extract meaningful information. If you need help with a specific portion or have any questions about the content, please let me know, and I'll do my best to assist you!
...As the Christmas season approaches, we would like to take this opportunity to extend our warmest wishes to all our readers and supporters. May the festive spirit bring joy and happiness to you and your loved ones. We look forward to seeing you again next year. Thank you for your continued support and membership.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

[Date]

---
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